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The main point

The double dividend of the Social Investment State 

(SIS)

Yet, the need of taxation
- to raise the resources to finance social expenditure

- also in the SIS perspective

- new social risks (double transition, demography..)

- to reduce inequalities and poverty



Some evidence

Yes, the high (and stable) fiscal burden = 41.7% of 

GDP 

Yes, the  new constraints posed by globalization and 

technological change (ie intangible assets and the difficulties  to 

determine the tax jurisdiction where value is created)

Yet, many shortcomings to tackle



Taxation: some basic elements

Elena Granaglia

Loss of progressivity



Loss of revenues (Weir, Zucman, 2022)



Increasing taxation of labor



What to do at the Eu level?

UE as «hosting environment» (Hemerijck) also from a 

tax side

- fighting aggressive tax competition

- strenghening EU revenues to finance EU measures (Sure, 

Social fund, Just transition fund...)

(the next Eu election)



What to do at the Eu level?

The HLG recommendations 

- binding rules against aggressive tax competition

- ie against preferential treatments for high income taxpayers

- Framework for Income Taxation Benefit (BEFIT) 
- to introduce a single corporate tax rulebook for the EU, also preventing 

abusive use of shell companies;

- to have a  fairer allocation of taxing rights between Member States; 

- to reduce compliance costs and create a coherent approach to 

business taxation throughout the EU

- to tackle the debt-equity bias

- reinforcing CbCR

- fighting tax evasion (as well as double taxation)

- directive on cooperative administration (DAC)



What to do at the Eu level?

- environmental taxation

- exploring new avenues of taxation

- on financial transactions

- on excess profits 



What to do at the national level?

The HLG recommendations

- revising personal taxation

- widen the tax base, reducing tax breaks (horizontal and vertical 

fairness)

- rethinking the tax mix

- less income taxation and more wealth taxation?

- fighting tax evasion

The Italian situation
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